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Dnd 5e lathander symbol

Portfolio Athletics Birth Creativity Dawn Renewal Self-perfection Spring Vitality Youth Lathander (lag-THAN-der) is the enthusiastic god of the new beginning. Whenever you embark on a new journey, enter into a contract, or start a political or romantic relationship, chances are that you will whisper a prayer to Lathander.
Although he is one of the oldest of the Faerunian Pantheon, the Morninglord still retains the optimism of youth that makes it the perfect symbol of the beginnings. Lathander is always ready to survive today's defeat to focus on tomorrow's victories, preaching a doctrine of proactive good works and a constant
reassessment of traditions and more of society. He also urges the destruction of the undead, which he sees as heinous corruption that derides creation and real life. He has revealed himself transformed as an amaunator since the magic plague. Since then, he has merged his power with the tyriss and revived the dead
god Amaunator. Novices in the Lathander faith are awakened, while clerics are known as Dawnbringers. The full priests take a new name in his ministry when they are ready to accept and accept Lathander personally. This new name can either be used instead of its old name or can only be used when addressing other
Dawnbringers and when it is in lonely prayer. Other titles are (in ascending order): Dawngreeter, Dawnlord, High Dawnlord and Dawnmaster, while an elite cleric is referred to as Morninglord. All trailers must be neutral to well aligned. All Lathander clergy respect art, freedom, nature and culture, promote self-improvement
and strive to bring hope to their followers and others. Many of these followers work in various creative arts. They are intolerant of evil, especially undead and inaction that makes evil thrive. Most of Lathander's ceremonies are held at dawn, and actions and contracts agreed upon at sunrise are to be blessed by him.
Funerals, among his followers, are held at dusk, followed by a wake-up call that lasts until dawn. Some of Lathander's followers insist that he is in fact the reincarnation of Amaunator, the Netheresian god of the sun. Others take this heresy further, claiming that he will rehabilitate the mantle of the rightful neutral
amaunator and that the transformation from the deity of the morning to the sun god is imminent. Order of the Aster A small limited order of paladins and fighters, sponsored by the Church of the Lathander Order of the Sun Soul A convent fraternity with Sune and Selune as well as Lathander, the Morninglord Lathander
and Chauntea had been romantically connected for centuries and saw themselves as related spirits. His allies were Gond, Tymora, Tyr, Torm, Ilmater, Sune, Selune, Oghma, Kelemvor and Mielikki. His enemies are Cyric, Talos and Shar. Helm had great resentment against Lathander, as the indirectly caused the death
of Helm's lover Murdane. Lathander was the central figure in Dawn Cataclysm, an unfortunate attempt by the Morninglord to reshape the Faerunian Pantheon in his own image. Several people were killed in the following events, including the goddess Murdane, a death for which Helm Lathander never forgave. The
Morninglord believed that his efforts went so wrong because of the interference of Shar's agents, and secretly began working on a second attempt to reform the pantheon. Sometime between the time of the riots and the end of the magic plague, Lathander disappeared and was replaced by the resurrected amaunator,
which probably confirmed the truth of the theory that the two were one and the same. Moreover, the formerly lawful neutral amaunator had apparently inherited lathander's goodness, since he was now lawful. After lathander suffered serious injuries after his murder of Mystra, Lathander merged with Tyr to save the dying
god. His efforts conquer the dead god Amaunator, the three gods become one, the newly resurrected Amaunator. Always seek help, new hope, new ideas, and new prosperity for all of humanity and its allies. Perfect yourself and always beware of pride, for it is a sacred duty to promote new growth, promote growing
things, and work for rebirth and renewal. Be fruitful in the mind and body. Always consider the consequences of their actions so that the least effort can bring the greatest and best reward. Wherever you go, sow seeds of plants, nurture the growing things you find and plant seeds of hope, new ideas and plans for a rosy
future in the minds of all. Whenever possible, you will see every dawn. Lathander Aliases Commander of Creativity, Inspiration's Dawn, Morninglord, the Rose-and-Gold God Alignment Neutral Good Divine Rank Greater God Pantheon Faeron Portfolio Athletics, Birth, Dawn, Spring, Vitality, Youth Domains 3E: Good,
Ability, Protection, Renewal, Strength, Sun5E: Life, Light Home Plane Great Wheel: Morninglory (Elysium)World Tree: Morninglory (House of Nature) Favor Weapon Although he is one of the most important gods in the area, his status is a little uncertain. It is probably the reborn aspect of a much older god of the Sun:
Amaunator (see below), but unusual for divine aspects, the two deities have very different goals and portfolios. Lathander is probably also a pelor from the core setting, though probably a younger, nicer version of Pelor. In Ravenloft, the way The Morninglord is called an offshoot of Lathander's adoration, which has
evolved into something very different from her ancestor. History[edit] Lathander is the reincarnation or an aspect of the first sun god Amaunator, which one of the older gods created from the dispute between Shar and Selune. (See below for details) One event in which Lathander was instrumental was the Dawn
Cataclysm, a murmured entry in the history of the empires, of which very few people knew anything, but were regarded as a catastrophe that was only second only to the time of the riots. What is certain is that Lathander somehow had the idea that the gods of Faeron had to be more like him, and so he tried to change the
gods to his liking. The failed attempt led directly to the death of Murdane, the goddess of pragmatism, and Helm's lover, which made Helm very angry with Lathander. Several other species are said to have died during this event along with several powerful outsiders and may have heralded the end of the myth of Drannor
in the mortal world, although few details are given. The Dawn Cataclysm is believed to have coincided with a number of other important events, such as the split from Tyche: Goddess of Luck. Tyche was an early intruder to Faerun from the Greek Pantheon. In the rich she became a companion of Lathander and the two
became lovers, although the quirky lady luck eventually bored with him and left. Later, she found a rose that Lathander had given her as a romantic gesture and which she kept, although it eventually turned out to be the cursed trap of Moander: God of Red. The eventual corruption of the Goddess of Happiness forced
other people to kill her, and he split into the twin goddesses Tymora and Beshaba. Another conflict allegedto have taken place during the Dawn Cataclysm was the battles between Azuth and Savras, where Savras was held captive in a scepter for thousands of years and Azuth was elevated to divine status. Of course, it
is hard to say how much Lathander was responsible for the whole series of events, the rest of the pantheon was certainly careful and tried to prevent him from jeopardizing the status quo. Lathander, for his part, believes that Shar somehow played a role in The Dawn Cataclysm and tries to try it again, but to do it better
the second time. Lathander is close to the mother goddess Chauntea, where they have a romantic relationship. Probably break up when Lathander hits something obviously stupid good. She (along with Oghma and Lliira) knows of his attempts to replicate his previous experiment, but is careful enough to let him try
because they know that evil must be defeated once and for all. Amaunator[edit] Amaunator Aliases At'ar the Merciless, Guardian of the Sun, Guardian of the Law, Light of the Law, Yellow God Legal Neutral Divine Rank Greater God / Dead God Pantheon Faeron Portfolio The Sun, Law, Contracts, Bureaucracy, More
Law and Time (according to Legal Technology) Domains 3E: Law, Nobility, Planning, Sun, Time4E: Civilization, Justice, Sun5E: Life, Light Home Aircraft Big Wheel: Wheel: Wheel: of the Eternal Sun (Mechanus)World Tree: Morninglory (House of Nature)World Axis: Palace of the Four Suns (Eternal Sun) Worshippers
Old Netherese, Politicians, Heretical Lathander worshippers preferred weapon Scepter of the Eternal Sun (Mace) Amaunator is the original god of the sun in the forgotten rich underpainting. He was widely revered, although was considered a pretty tough world, as opposed to the compassionate Lathander. Amaunator's
credo was strict compliance with the law, so he allegedly claimed only the portfolio of time due to a sentence error that stated that Amaunator should be responsible for all times. The false representations of his followers. So yes... he is a classic RAW abuser to gain more power. Faith in him, however, came to a sudden
end when the nation of Netheril collapsed along with almost the entirety of his worshippers, and so he died a slow death of neglect, like a forgotten pensioner in a nursing home. Amaunater's body reportedly became an astral shipping hazard and he was replaced by a new, younger and more vibrant sun god, which was
more popular with children. But that is not the end of the story. Radical priests in Lathander's own church believed that Amaunator had never died, that he had simply become a different god in order to adapt to a different climate. Although Amaunator was officially declared dead and unable to answer prayers or
strengthen diving magic, some people still believed in him. Although they were considered harmless heretics by the mainstream church of the Sun God. But during the spellplague Lathander events, SURPRISE! And he took off his rubber mask to reveal that he had been an amaunator all the time, but instead of fully
accepting Lathander's portfolio, Lathander seems to be leaving the persistence as an aspect separate from Amaunator, and still answers prayers and spells among both figures. Worshippers[edit] Lathander is pretty much the stereotypical good god of a certain attitude. As the God of Light, Birth, Growth, Healing, and
Sun, He is worshipped by virtually everyone who has a sense of hope and plausibly has an organized religion that includes paladins, druids, and sorcerers. In fact, you could constantly remove each of the good gods and Lathander might have a good reason to stand in. Thus he could stand alone as the only God in a
monotheistic religion. Amaunator is very similar to Lathander as the kopfhoncho deity of light and everything, but instead of being the god of stupid goodness, he is instead a god of rightful stupidity. His worshippers value him as the king of the timekeepers, the contractual obligations and prevent shit from falling apart. So
followers can be found virtually anywhere; just like Lathander. The difference is that supporters of Amaunator can afford to be a bit more cynical about all the pansy good and just expect to be treated fairly. Morninglord[edit] Lathander's unique prestige class is the quintessence of the cleric's boost. There is literally no
downside to being a Morninglord as long as you qualify. It sets the divine spell progression as normal and stacks for undead turning purposes that the two most important things clerics do anyway. In addition, you can now double the range of Light Spells, get craft and perform checks bonuses, cast Daylight and Sounding
Beam as magical abilities. You'll also gain greater and maximized spinning abilities and eventually gain the ability to heal yourself from virtually anything once a ten days, and finally you'll start to create your own light source that adds to your division and armor class against the undead. As I said, as long as you worship
Lathander, this prestige class makes normal levels in clerics absolutely superfluous. Sunmaster[edit] Instead of Morninglords, clerics from Amaunator become Sunmasters, who absolutely must take the areas of law and sun in order to qualify. Sunmasters are a different species of animal than Morninglords; focuses more
on getting stuck in their enemies, rather than healing or spinning undead. While they continue to gain full spells progression, they do not continue to improve their undead spin at all. Instead, they transfer their Law and Sun spells to their normal spell list, while gaining access to the planning domain as a third domain; This
actually improves their damage potential with the number of fire-based spells that The Sun gives them access to. You will also learn to throw Searing Light as a magical ability and gain increasing fire resistance. The Sunmaster's ultimate ability is to transform up to 10 rounds a day into a roaring ball of gaseous plasma
that looks like a gaseous shape, but it makes light and harmful to anything they come into contact with. Realm [edit] Lathander, looks like he has no idea what he's holding. Keep.
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